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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Neuromarketing has become increasingly popular as a subarea of scientific study due
to its permanent relevance and its ability to provide more of an objective view towards
consumers’ preferences than reviews, questionnaires, and other forms of surveying. Hundreds of billions of dollars are spent on advertising each year, and thus customer tastes,
motivations, and general preferences are of great interest to companies, brands, and other
suppliers. Additionally, findings in neuromarketing allow researchers to extend results of
the study of the brain into fields such as psychology, physiology, medical diagnostics, and
neuroscience.
Classic methods of gauging consumer interest and tastes, while still in use, are plagued
with any number of biases and inconsistencies. Receiving consumer feedback or providing
surveys to consumers can incur recency bias and other immeasurable variables that serve to
obscure the responders’ true opinions. Depending on how a company words and delivers
surveys, consumers may fall unknowingly victim to response bias. In essence, many of the
most-utilized methods that brands employ for marketing purposes take a more subjective,
and thus inconsistent, approach.
The area of neuromarketing, a combining of the terms “neuroscience” and “marketing,” aims to avoid biases and some measure of subjectivity by studying the brain directly.
Rather than studying surveys, conducting focus groups or assembling consumer panels,
neuromarketers seek to figure out a consumer’s response to branding and marketing through
brain activity, offering a much more objective analysis. Analyzing the triggering of specific
opinions and thoughts in an individual has implications in the greater field of neuroscience
as more is learned about how the brain works and why certain responses are produced.
Renowned neuroscientist Francis Crick agreed with the underlying concept of neuromarketing with what would eventually become known as “The Astonishing Hypothesis.”
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In this book, he states: “You, your joys and your sorrows... are in fact no more than the
behavior of a vast assembly of nerve cells.” [1] This hypothesis, and other ongoing research, suggests neuromarketing has the potential to truly gauge someone’s preferences
while avoiding any biases that may hamper accurate results.
There are a few different methods commonly used to study brain activity, namely magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and electroencephalography (EEG) tests. MEG tests measure neuromagnetic activity within the
brain and are particularly useful when considering epilepsy diagnoses. fMRI tests measure
changes in brain activity caused by changes in blood flow and may be useful when considering effects of a stroke on a subject. EEG tests, which are of considerable importance to
the study of neuromarketing, measure brain activity via brainwaves and electrical charges.
The prominence of EEG tests in the field of neuromarketing comes from the test’s
overall lower cost and increased portability compared to MEG and fMRI tests. In order
to conduct an MEG or fMRI test, a subject must be in a special room as brain activity
is recorded by highly expensive and sophisticated machinery. By comparison, EEG tests
require a number of electrodes to be attached to a subject’s scalp. The overall cost is
drastically lower, and the test is much more accessible - ambulatory and otherwise inhome EEG tests are common. As technology has improved and costs have reduced, EEG
headgear and electrode caps have become more widely available for greater scientific use.
Neuromarketing is still a new and emerging field. In 2020, Moya, et al. [2] used EEG
data and electrodermal activity (EDA) to observe consumers’ visual attention and perceived
complexity with food packaging. In 2021, Garczarek-Bak, et al. [3] carried out the first
neuromarketing study that aimed to predict consumers’ familiarity and unfamiliarity with
brand purchases based on advertisements rather than directly measuring the consumers’
reactions to the advertisements themselves. This study employs a common technique called
eye-tracking wherein a sensor measures eye movements and positions. Ungureanu, et al.
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[4] made particular use of eye-tracking when observing consumers’ gaze points and visual
attention, particularly when looking at advertisement slides and web pages. Also in 2021,
Kaheh, et al. [5] combined EEG data with galvanic skin response (GSR) data, a type of
electrodermal activity, and heart rate variability (HRV) data to measure the effectiveness of
product pricing and branding.
In 2016, Yadava, et al. [6] conducted a neuromarketing study wherein twenty-five
individuals had EEG data collected while viewing a series of products. The goal was to
analyze the data and construct accurate predictions as to whether the individuals “liked”
or “disliked” the products based on feedback responses. Each product was shown for a
total of four seconds and each individual was shown a total of forty-two items consisting of
fourteen unique products with three variations for each. Each subject stated whether they
liked or disliked each product after it was shown.
Brain activity was captured using a wireless EMOTIV EPOC+ device, a type of braincomputer interface (BCI). EEG sensors were placed along each subject’s scalp; the particular device used has fourteen channels that are able to detect activity at positions AF3, F7,
F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, and AF4. Labeling of positions is based
on the International 10-20 system that describes locations of scalp electrodes for typical
EEG tests. The Savitzky-Golay (S-Golay) filter is applied to smooth the data and then a
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is used to decompose the data into frequency bands.
The decomposition classifies the data into five frequency bands: delta, theta, alpha, beta,
and gamma.
Here, the same data collected from [6] will be used, but methodologies will be different. A binary classification relating to the choices of “like” and “dislike” will be sought by
a type of recurrent neural network (RNN) known as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM).
This model will be used and trained using data from twenty-four of the participants; then,
the model will predict the outcome of the twenty-fifth individual. We aim to group training
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data and compare models based on all brainwaves collected on an individual-by-individual
basis and particular frequency bands collected in aggregate across all subjects.
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CHAPTER 2
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODELS
2.1

A RTIFICIAL N EURAL N ETWORKS (ANN S )

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are computational network flow models inspired
by the human brain. The first artificial neuron was slated and proposed in 1943 by Warren
McCulloch and Walter Pitts via an electrical circuit. [7] Later, in 1958, Frank Rosenblatt
created the groundbreaking perceptron algorithm, a binary classification algorithm which
has similarities to biological nerve cells. [8] The neocognitron, developed by Kunihiko
Fukushima in 1979 [9], would become a source of inspiration for the development of the
now frequently-used convolutional neural network (CNN). [10]
Artificial neural networks have become a de facto standard model in machine learning
and deep learning, particularly for their ability to indicate and model otherwise complex
relationships and associations between sets of inputs and outputs. ANN models find direct
uses in many areas such as machine and deep learning, medical diagnostics, finance (market and stock predictions), and marketing; its applications to various fields of optimization
such as logistical optimization, structural optimization, and, more generally, parameter and
hyperparameter optimization, allow these models to be used in economics, supply chain
management, and other areas of interest. They are able to act as universal approximators [11] and can uniformly approximate any continuous function to any precision. [12]
Additionally, ANN models can solve initial value problems, and approximate solutions
produced are analytical rather than numerical. They are classically used for performing
machine learning classifications and regressions. The modern adaptation of an artificial
neural network model rose to prominence in the 1990s after computational training algorithms such as backpropagation became widely used. While elements and derivations of
backpropagation were proposed as early as the 1960s [13], it did not take its modern form
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until the late 1980s. [14] [15]

Figure 2.1: A diagram of a neuron (nerve cell) which ANNs are modeled after
In a nerve cell, dendrites project off the cell body to collect signals and information
from other neurons. This information is transferred into the cell body and then outputted to
the axon, where it is then received by other neurons’ dendrites once it is at the synapse. In
an artificial neural network, the model takes in a set of inputs which function as the model’s
analogous dendrites. These inputs go through the model’s structure, and are mapped to
output values; this is akin to a biological neuron’s cell body and axon respectively. An
activation function applied to outputs can be represented by the synapse.
Cortical lamination, or the process by which nerve cells are layered, also serves as
inspiration for artificial neural networks which are composed of layers themselves.

Figure 2.2: Drawings of cortical lamination which exhibit neuron layering
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2.1.1

A RCHITECTURE

Figure 2.3: A vanilla neural network model consisting of one hidden layer
Figure 2.3 depicts a simple, traditional ANN model. Any ANN model features collections of nodes (also referred to as neurons), called layers, which direct an input space
to an output space through node-to-node connections called edges. Each edge applies a
corresponding weight parameter which determines how considerable each input is in the
model. Three types of layers compose any neural network model: a single input layer, a
single output layer, and hidden layers, which exist strictly between the input layer and output layer. Any positive integer number of input and output nodes may be present. A model
may be composed of any nonnegative integer number of hidden layers. If an input space
leads directly to an output space with no hidden layers present, the model is referred to as
a single-layer perceptron; when hidden layers are present, such as in Figure 2.3, the model
may be called a multilayer perceptron. If preferable, an artificial neural network model can
correctly be thought of as a bipartite graph.
Each node in any given layer is connected to every node in the succeeding layer, with
the exception of the output layer. A node contains an activation function and an integration
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function. In any given node existing in a hidden layer or the output layer, values from all
of the nodes in the previous layer applied with respective weights feed into the node; then,
the weights and node inputs are multiplied and summed together along with a bias value
by the integration function. An activation function is applied to the resulting sum in order
to change the value in a meaningful way.

Figure 2.4: The integration and activation functions present in each node
Activation functions allow artificial neural networks to perform a non-linear transformation from the input space to the output space. However, a non-linear activation function
is not required - a binary step function, for instance, can be used to determine a simple
threshold for which nodes are used and which nodes are not used.

f (x) =




0, for x < 0

(2.1)



1, for x ≥ 0
This may also be referred to as a general threshold function if inputs are compared
to a different value other than 0. Another linear activation function, f (x) = x, sometimes
called the identity function, preserves the input and maps it to the output. In general,
artificial neural networks are used to solve more complex problems where outputs do not
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change in proportion to inputs, so the use of non-linear activation functions will be required
to produce appropriate and necessary results.
There are a number of commonly used non-linear activation functions. The hyperbolic
tangent function, tanh, is preferable if one wishes to restrict outputs to the interval (−1, 1).

Figure 2.5: The hyperbolic tangent function

tanh(x) =

ex − e−x
ex + e−x

(2.2)

As the hyperbolic tangent function is centered at zero, certain inputs and data may
converge quickly, and this activation function can be preferable to others that are similar.
An example of a commonly used activation function that is similar is the logistic function,
a type of sigmoid function.

Figure 2.6: A simple logistic function
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f (x) =

L
1 + e−k(x−x0 )

(2.3)

L is defined as the logistic curve’s maximum value, k is the logistic growth rate, and
x0 denotes the value of the sigmoid curve’s midpoint. For Figure 2.6, the values in Equation
2.3 would be L = 1, k = 1, and x0 = 0, yielding a simple sigmoidal curve restricted to the
interval (0, 1). These activation functions may be particularly useful when making binary
decisions or when using the neural network model for probabilistic reasons.
Other commonly used activation functions include the rectifier activation function
(sometimes called ReLU) which is considered one of the most popular activation functions
in deep learning and the softplus function.

Figure 2.7: Graphs of the ReLU and softplus functions
The ReLU function is defined as f (x) = x+ = max(0, x), and only considers positive
inputs; nonpositive inputs get mapped to 0. The softplus function is generally seen as a
smooth version of ReLU, and has a derivative equal to the logistic function seen in Figure
2.6.

f (x) = ln(1 + ex )

(2.4)
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Activation functions do not necessarily need to be used at all, and their use depends
entirely on why an ANN model is being implemented. For example, no activation function may be needed if a neural network is employed to perform regression tasks or image
resolution experiments.
Each layer other than the input layer will introduce its own additional node known
as bias. This value is applied to each node in its respective layer. For instance, in Figure
2.3, B1, the bias node associated with the first layer after the input layer, is applied to all
Hi , i = 1, ..., 8, in the hidden layer. Bias is a constant value that allows the model to better
fit data. If k layers are present, then the model will have k − 1 total bias nodes.
For Figure 2.3, the output node O1 is a mapping from R3 to R.

O1 : R3 → R
In a functional sense, the output O1 can also be described by the model’s inputs x, y,
and z.

O1(x, y, z) =

L
X

Zi Hi + B2

(2.5)

i=1

Hi , any given node in the hidden layer, can also be represented by the inputs after
applying the integration function and a suitable activation function σ.

Hi = σ(W1i x + W2i y + W3i z + B1i )

(2.6)

x, y, and z in Figure 2.3 are connected to all of the nodes in the hidden layer, and,
as such, respective weights W1i , W2i , and W3i are applied. Then, any hidden layer node
Hi can be described by the sum of the products of the inputs and their weights plus the
respective bias node with the activation function σ applied. Then, the system is effectively
nested in that Hi now becomes the inputs that feed along the next set of edges towards the
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output layer. Respective weights Zi are applied, the sum of the products of the now-inputs
Hi and Zi is taken, and the bias node for the output layer is attached. In general, we can
extend this across any number total layers.
Neural networks are trained in order to achieve a better accuracy; that is, the weight
and bias parameters in the model are optimized and adjusted so the model gets as close as
possible to a true value. As such, it is appropriate to define a training data set for the model.

{(xi , yi )|xi ∈ Rn , yi ∈ Rm , i = 1, ..., L}

(2.7)

n denotes the dimensions of the input space and m denotes the dimension of the output
space. If we consider some true value or prediction yi , we wish for our model’s output to
be as close to yi as possible.

min
W,B

L
X

||O1(xi ; W, B) − yi ||

(2.8)

i=1

A traditional way of choosing weights in a model is to randomize them. While this
eases the process on the front-end, it does not lend itself to refined and accurate models. An
estimation of a model’s effectiveness can be measured by how small the loss function is.
We wish to adjust weights and biases in order to minimize the loss and yield as accurate a
model as possible. Training models through the idea of backpropagation allows us to tune
and alter weights in our model based on the model’s loss function.
Different loss functions can be used, but a popular choice is the mean squared error
(MSE). It averages the squared difference between observed values and predicted values.
In essence, it calculates how deviated the model’s outputs are from the truth.
L

M SE =

1X
(yi − oi )2
L i=1

(2.9)
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L is the number of data points present. When training a model, it represents the number of points in the training data set available, such as with Equation 2.7. yi are observed
values and oi are predicted values. It is sometimes convenient to multiply the sum by a
factor of

1
2L

instead to allow for easier gradient calculations. MSE is particularly popular

for its ease of implementation. Other popular loss functions include mean absolute error
(MAE), the Huber loss function which essentially combines both MSE and MAE, and the
cross-entropy loss function. Ideally, a loss function is convex, and so optimization algorithms such as gradient descent that aim to find minima, even if local, can also find a global
minimum.
The most common algorithm used to train neural networks is backpropagation. The
backpropagation algorithm aims to update weight and bias parameters in a meaningful way.
These parameters are changed based on how the loss function chosen changes with respect
to the various weights - how that loss function is changed is based on the various partial
derivatives.

Wj∗ = Wj − α

∂L
∂Wj

(2.10)

In Equation 2.10, α is the learning rate and L denotes the aforementioned loss function. Wj represents the current weights that are used to lead to updated weights Wj∗ . The
overall gradient for L is a sum of the gradients of the loss function at different steps with
respect to the weights.
n

X ∂Lk
∂L
=
∂W
∂W
k=1

(2.11)

The formula given in 2.10 is a gradient descent calculation. In general, the gradient
descent algorithm is an optimization algorithm that aims to find minima, and so it is relevant
to backpropagation in that we aim to minimize the loss function, and the loss function used
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ideally ends up being convex. Then, we can guarantee the algorithm will find a local, and
thus global, minimum, and we can find weights to minimize L and make the model more
accurate.

2.1.2

C HALLENGES

Vanilla artificial neural network models treat inputs independently, but this is not sufficient for many types of data where order matters. A traditional ANN cannot be used to
analyze gene sequencing or predict weather patterns, for instance. A type of ANN model,
known as a recurrent neural network, is able to handle sequences and datasets where information cannot be treated independently.

2.2

R ECURRENT N EURAL N ETWORKS (RNN)

Sometimes data points may be dependent on other elements in the dataset (typically
referred to as sequential data) or data may be presented as a sequence in time order known
as a time series. In these occasions, using a type of artificial neural network model known
as a recurrent neural network (RNN) may be more appropriate. RNN models benefit from
being able to produce predictive results based on temporal sequential data; inputs and outputs are no longer treated as independent like in traditional feed-forward models, but rather
RNNs use previous inputs to influence current data and are able to let outputs become
inputs, allowing for more dynamic processes.
A benefit to RNN models over vanilla neural networks is the inclusion of a looping
mechanism which allows previous inputs and hidden layer calculations to be used in subsequent neurons. This recollection of previous parts of the model lends RNNs to be used for
sequential data, some examples being image and speech recognition (e.g., when predicting
speech or text, it is required to know previous words in order to accurately guess which
word would make the most sense to come next) and EEG readings. The latter is a particu-
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larly appropriate candidate for use in a recurrent neural network as brainwave data is given
as a time series and is not independent. RNNs can also feature parameter sharing which
effectively reduces computational cost since the model has fewer parameters to consider.

2.2.1

A RCHITECTURE

Figure 2.8: A rolled and unrolled RNN model
The hidden state at a time t, say ht , is fed information from the previous hidden state
ht−1 and the current input xt . Thus, the current hidden state can be represented by ht−1
and xt along with respective weight matrices M and n, a bias column vector b1 , and an
activation function σ1 .

ht = σ1 (M ∗ xt + N ∗ ht−1 + b1 )

(2.12)

M represents the weight matrix applied to the current input xt and N represents the
weight matrix applied to the previous hidden state value ht−1 . The current state’s output ot
can then be represented by ht , a corresponding weight matrix O, a bias column vector b2 ,
and another activation function σ2 which may or may not be the same as σ1 .
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ot = σ2 (O ∗ ht + b2 )

(2.13)

This same structure holds for each output and each hidden layer evaluation across
time. This ht will serve an equivalent purpose to the previous ht−1 in the next time step,
and so all previous information passed along the hidden layers is considered to some degree
in the RNN infrastructure.
Recurrent neural networks are also trained by backpropagation, but the inclusion of
time steps and dependent data forces the process to occur not only at each new time step,
but also recurrently over time as the model goes deeper. Instead, an algorithm called Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) is used for RNN models.
Figure 2.8 shows how a rolled depiction of an RNN model can be unrolled; then, the
weight matrix applied to xt in Equation 2.12, M , is the same weight matrix across the
entire model. That is, it was also applied to xt−1 and will again be applied to xt+1 for
all time steps. This also holds for the weight matrix N applied to ht−1 and the bias value
b1 . Similarly, in Equation 2.13, the weight matrix O applied to ht going to the output will
remain the same across the whole model, and the bias vector b2 will also hold. This makes
backpropagation difficult and is why BPTT is necessary.
The loss function for an RNN model is a culmination of the loss at each time step.
As time steps increment, the error calculations for the system become more complex as
Equation 2.12 and Equation 2.13 become nested from previous steps. Thus, one issue that
arises is how to effectively evaluate the gradient calculations when deep into the system.
In general, we wish to find how L changes with respect to our parameters M, N, O, b1 , and
b2 .
The weight matrix O is consistent across the entire system, so the gradient of the loss
function with respect to O can simply be summed across all time steps.
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∂L X ∂L ∂ot
=
∂O
∂ot ∂O
t

(2.14)

The bias vector b2 follows the same logic.
∂L X ∂L ∂ot
=
∂b2
∂ot ∂b2
t

(2.15)

The gradient of L with respect to N , the weight matrix applied to previous hidden
layer calculations, requires applying the chain rule not only to the output in Equation 2.13,
but also to Equation 2.12. This embedding allows backpropagation to work back along the
time steps, considering how each of the hidden states includes the previous ones.
∂Lt
∂Lt ∂ot ∂ht
=
∂N
∂ot ∂ht ∂N

(2.16)

Equation 2.16 is considered for only one time step t. The next time step, t + 1, would
have the current ht embedded in ht+1 , and the current time step has ht−1 embedded in it, as
shown in Equation 2.12. At a time step t + 1, we can compute the gradient of the loss with
respect to the weight matrix N by considering how all previous hidden layers change with
the time step via the chain rule.
t

∂Lt+1 X ∂Lt+1 ∂ot+1 ∂ht+1 ∂ht
=
∂N
∂ot+1 ∂ht+1 ∂hk ∂N
k=1

(2.17)

For the entire model, we simply aggregate the partial derivative idea found in Equation
2.17 for all time steps.
t+1

X X ∂Lt+1 ∂ot+1 ∂ht+1 ∂hk
∂L
=
∂N
∂ot+1 ∂ht+1 ∂hk ∂N
t k=1

(2.18)

As the weight matrix M and bias vector b1 are considered in subsequent hidden layer
calculations, a similar structure holds for these parameters. Equation 2.19 shows how the
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other weight matrix considered in the hidden state, M , has a gradient calculation similar to
N in Equation 2.18
t+1

X X ∂Lt+1 ∂ot+1 ∂ht+1 ∂hk
∂L
=
∂M
∂ot+1 ∂ht+1 ∂hk ∂M
t k=1

2.2.2

(2.19)

C HALLENGES

When calculating the model’s total loss and gradients for parameters, changes from
one hidden state to the next are considered across all time steps in the sequence, as seen
in Equations 2.17, 2.18, and 2.19. In particular, the partial derivatives used to calculate
changes with respect to terms across hidden states indicate a number of matrix multiplication operations present via the chain rule.
∂ht+1
, ∀ k ∈ {1, ..., t + 1}
∂hk

(2.20)

If gradients are consistently small, the system will not be trained effectively, particularly in earlier layers - gradients will become smaller over time as gradient values less than
one will tend to zero with the sequence of multiplications. Parameters are updated based on
gradients, and gradients that become negligibly small will not properly update the model’s
parameters with backpropagation.
Additionally, the vanishing gradient problem can be exacerbated by certain activation
functions. The sigmoid in Figure 2.6 will have much smaller values for its derivative than
the original function.
A simple solution to the latter problem can be to adjust what activation functions are
used. For instance, ReLU may be used in place of a sigmoid function. Activation functions
may be chosen based on the size and complexity of the model.
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Figure 2.9: A sigmoid activation function and its derivative
The opposite result is also possible - if gradients are large, then a model may face the
exploding gradient problem, and model parameters will not be updated correctly. Exploding gradients may render a model unstable and incapable of learning.
The vanishing and exploding gradient problems can be solved by using a special type
of recurrent neural network known as Long-Short Term Memory.

2.3

L ONG -S HORT T ERM M EMORY N EURAL N ETWORKS (LSTM)

In order to combat the issue of vanishing gradients, a type of RNN model known as
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is commonly used.

Figure 2.10: An LSTM cell featuring gates
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The top line in Figure 2.9 (ct−1 feeding to ct ) represents the current cell state. This
is the long-term memory of the model and runs along each cell, removing or adding information. ct−1 is feeding in from the previous cell and represents the previous cell state. A
current input xt combines with the previous hidden state ht−1 and goes through three gates:
a forget gate, an input gate, and an output gate. These gates regulate what information is
either discarded or kept in the model; the forget gate’s purpose is to discard information
that is not needed or otherwise irrelevant, the input gate decides what information is worth
keeping and including in the cell state, and the output gate decides what the current cell’s
hidden state, ht , should be.
Each gate contains one sigmoid function layer and one pointwise (or point-by-point)
multiplication operation. The sigmoid layers serve a purpose similar to the activation functions in more vanilla neural networks by restricting values to the interval (0, 1) - this allows
the model to understand what to keep and what to throw away based on how close the
values are to 1 and 0 respectively.
An LSTM cell, such as Figure 2.9, begins with the forget gate. Incoming values xt
and ht−1 have a weight applied to them. The current input xt has a weight, say Uf , and
the previous hidden state ht−1 has a weight, say Wf . We use f as a subscript for these
weights to denote edges feeding into the forget gate, and we differentiate the notation for
the weights as ht−1 is being fed in from the previous cell and we do not assume the weights
are equal. Then, the forget gate at t, ft , can be notated as:

ft = σ(Uf xt + Wf ht−1 + bf )

(2.21)

This is simply the sigmoid function applied to the sum of the products of the inputs
and their respective weights. If this output is close to 0, then applying pointwise multiplication makes this information negligible in the cell state, and its low weight means it
is essentially forgotten. A similar construction holds for the input gate and output gate.
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The input gate decides what information to keep based on xt and ht−1 , and so we apply
appropriate weights Uo and Wo to achieve the following:

it = σ(Uo xt + Wo ht−1 + bi )

(2.22)

However, this information is combined with a hyperbolic tangent application on xt
and ht−1 through pointwise multiplication before being added to the cell state. xt is the
new inputted data, and the model needs to combine it with previous data provided by ht−1
to update the memory and know what to keep in the current cell. In essence, the model
contextualizes the old data given the new data, and updates what to keep given what is
introduced in the current cell.
A hyperbolic tangent function is used rather than a sigmoid function as values are
constricted to the interval (−1, 1) rather than the interval (0, 1), allowing the importance of
some information to be reduced rather than discarded altogether. Additionally, the derivatives of the hyperbolic tangent function are well-behaved and the function is centered at
zero, which helps with gradient descent. The steep gradients allow the model to be trained
faster as well.
In essence, the old memory provided from ht−1 is considered along with the new input
xt , and the components have their values adjusted. Then, these values, which can now be
negative, are combined with the previous input gate it which has values bounded on the
interval (0, 1). After pointwise multiplication, a decision similar to the forget gate is made,
and information is added to the cell state.
A similar construction can be applied for the updated memory applying weights Um
and Wm . This updated memory can be notated as c̃t .

c̃t = tanh(Um xt + Wm ht−1 + bc̃ )

(2.23)
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The final gate, the output gate, determines a value for ht that will then move into
the next cell and becomes the equivalent of ht−1 in the current cell. It similarly runs xt
and ht−1 through a sigmoid function, but that resulting vector is combined with the current
compiled cell state after the cell state has been appropriately updated with what information
to forget and what information to now add on, provided by the forget gate and the input
gate respectively.
Another hyperbolic tangent function is applied to this cell state vector, and the sigmoid
vector and hyperbolic tangent vector are pointwise multiplied, leading the resulting ht to
be bounded on the interval (−1, 1). Thus, the current cell state ct is composed of what was
forgotten from the previous cell state ct−1 via the forget gate ft and the model’s updated
memory c̃t using the input gate it .

ct = ft ct−1 + it c̃t

(2.24)

The output gate ot can be notated in a similar fashion to the forget gate and input gate,
where we let the weights be Uo and Wo .

ot = σ(Uo xt + Wo ht−1 + bo )

(2.25)

Te cell’s output ht is decided by a pointwise multiplicative combining of ot and a
filtering of ct through a hyperbolic tangent function.

ht = ot ∗ tanh(ct )

(2.26)

This is the general set of equations that are relevant to most LSTM models, although
some variations do exist.
The gradient term can vanish when utilizing backpropagation with RNNs, leading
weight values to update only a negligible amount. However, with an LSTM model, the key
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to solving this issue comes from the cell state.
The cell state ct is composed of the previous cell state ct−1 , information provided by
the forget gate ft , and information provided by the updated memory gate and input gates
(c̃t and it , respectively). Based on Figure 2.9, ft and ct−1 are pairwise multiplied, c̃t and it
are pairwise multiplied, and these two pairwise multiplications are pairwise added. Then,
ct can be represented by these operations.

ct = (ft · ct−1 ) + (c̃t · it )

(2.27)

If the change in the new cell state ct is calculated with respect to the old cell state ct−1 ,
the partial derivative of ct is easily found.
∂ft
∂ct−1
∂c̃t
∂it
∂ct
=
· ct−1 +
· ft +
· it +
· c̃t
∂ct−1
∂ct−1
∂ct−1
∂ct−1
∂ct−1

(2.28)

The gradient of the loss function at each step can now embed this partial derivative
calculation instead of the traditional partial derivative chain rule product. This means a
few things: the gradient of the loss function at each step now considers the forget gate’s
calculations on what to keep and what to discard, and the cell state gradient used in the loss
function is additive rather than multiplicative, creating more stable gradient calculations
that may be far less likely to vanish.
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CHAPTER 3
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM (EEG) DATA FOR NEUROMARKETING
3.1

WAVE C LASSIFICATIONS

Brain activity can be recorded by an EEG test over a particular period of time. The
data can be processed as a time series, and so a recurrent neural network model can be
used.

Figure 3.1: An EEG signal over one second of time
The brainwaves provided need to be pre-processed; similar to the S-Golay filter applied with [6], a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be applied to decompose the waves
into five frequency bands found in a typical EEG test: alpha, beta, gamma, delta and theta.
Each impulse is indicative of various states an individual is in.
Delta brainwaves have the lowest frequency at one to four hertz, although some sources
consider the lower bound to be as low as half a hertz. Delta brainwaves are typically
present when sleeping, particularly in the deep sleep phase. They are more common in
infants, and may be present in abundance in individuals with disorders such as attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and those suffering from a traumatic brain injury
(TBI).
Theta brainwaves are at a slightly greater frequency and range from four to seven
hertz. Theta waves are present in individuals that are daydreaming or those that are in
the rapid eye movement (REM) phase of sleep. They are also important in the forming
of memories and are present in abundance when an individual is navigating an unfamiliar
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Figure 3.2: A delta wave, classified by its low frequency
environment.

Figure 3.3: A theta wave, having a higher frequency than delta waves
Alpha brainwaves have the next highest frequency from approximately eight to thirteen hertz. An individual meditating or otherwise relaxing may have an abundance of alpha
brainwaves. These waves are generally associated with a idle but mindful state, and are believed to be coordinated with creativity.

Figure 3.4: An alpha wave, having a higher frequency than theta waves
Beta brainwaves occur in the range of thirteen to twenty-two hertz. They are associated with general consciousness and day-to-day activities wherein an individual is engaged
and participatory. Beta waves allow individuals to focus and concentrate, and are in abundance when a subject is focusing.
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Figure 3.5: A beta wave, having a considerably higher frequency than alpha waves
The final wave relevant to an EEG test are gamma brainwaves, having a frequency
range from twenty-five to over one hundred hertz, the highest frequencies being considered
around one hundred and forty hertz. Gamma waves are associated with memory, thought,
and focus, and are believed to have an impact on overall mood. Gamma oscillations are
frequently recorded and studied when considering epilepsy or schizophrenia diagnoses.

Figure 3.6: A gamma wave, having a considerably higher frequency than beta waves

3.2

WAVE DECOMPOSITION USING THE F OURIER TRANSFORM

Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show each frequency band in isolation; however, an
EEG test will record brain activity as depicted in Figure 3.1, and resulting data will be a
combination of all the frequency bands together.
In order to isolate each band, a wave such as in Figure 3.1 can be decomposed and
have the frequency bands of interest parsed using the Fourier transform. A signal on a time
domain can be transformed to a signal on a frequency domain via the transform, and the
opposite is also possible using an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT).
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(3.1)

In Equation 3.1, {xn } and {Xk } represent sequences of complex numbers. The discrete Fourier transform allows the input sequence {xn } to be represented as {Xk } in a
frequency domain via the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT).

xn =

N −1
2πikn
1 X
Xk · e N
N k=0

(3.2)

Then, the inverse discrete Fourier transform in Equation 3.2 allows us to reverse process.

Figure 3.7: Graphical depiction of sums of waves in time domain
As shown in Figure 3.7, the raw data provided by the EEG does not describe the
specific wave of each frequency band, but rather a summation of each.

3.3

T HE SOURCE EXPERIMENT

Twenty-five individuals, ranging from eighteen to thirty-eight years old, participated
in the experiment outlined in [6]. The EMOTIV EPOC+ brain-computer interface (BCI)
device is shown in Figure 3.8. All fourteen of the device’s sensors are shown with placements on each individual’s scalp, with the exception of the common mode sense (CMS)
and driven right leg (DRL) electrodes. The CMS electrode is a reference channel and is
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only used comparatively with other electrodes; the DRL electrode is an electric circuit
implemented to lower common-mode interference.

Figure 3.8: THE EPOC+ sensor placements and device with accessories
The device was connected to the subjects and they viewed forty-two items, including
thirteen unique items with three variations each. They viewed each item for four seconds
and were asked whether they liked or disliked each item after viewing. The items are
included in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.9: A subject viewing one of the items with device connected
One of the main challenges for using a Neural Network model was using a relatively
large number of samples for training the model. Previous approaches used different techniques (such as bootstrapping) for overcoming this issue. In this work we use a different
approach, signal fragmentation. The method consists in dividing a relatively long sig-
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Figure 3.10: The forty-two items viewed in the experiment
nal into fragments, which may overlap. We perform this fragmentation during our data
preprocessing phase and an example of performing such fragmentation is illustrated in
Figure 3.11 (for some “dislike” signals). The figure shows two consecutive fragments of
windowSize = 200 with a window fragment shift of 100. Our Chapter 5 presents some
experimental results obtained using different window sizes and shift for the signal fragments.
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Figure 3.11: Signals fragmentation for “dislike” components
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CHAPTER 4
LSTM MODEL FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION OF BRAINWAVE SIGNALS
4.1

DATA PRE - PROCESSING

The increase availability of the Brain Computer Interface (BCI) systems in the last
decade has spiked the interest into analyzing the Electroencephalogram signals collected
by such devices. The brain activity was recorded and studied while various activities were
performed (driving a car, performing intellectual activities, observing and reacting to images, etc) or for detecting difference between sick and healthy persons.
The typical model for performing such analysis includes data pre-processing (cleaning, normalization, transformations, input representation, etc), and the actual LSTM model
with the desired parameters.

Figure 4.1: LSTM model with majority logic

4.2

I MPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL

Each model’s source code is roughly the same, although some changes are made to
adjust for different stages. For each stage, an LSTM model is implemented, including the
use of rectifier (ReLU) and softmax activation functions, the latter shown in the following
Equation 4.1.
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exi
σ(x)i = PK
k=1

e xk

, for i = 1, ..., K and x = (x1 , ..., xK ) ∈ RK

(4.1)

An exponential function is used to normalize the inputs, allowing the sum of the components of the output vector to be equal to 1.
The first stage considers input data from each sensor which is then stratified by brainwave type. Data for each brainwave is collected from the multiple sensors and an LSTM
model is implemented for each type of brainwave. As shown in the following Listing 4.1
and Listing 4.2, the dimension of the input space is equivalent to the number of sensors
used (specifically F3, F4, AF3, AF4, F7 and F8) as all five brainwaves are collected from
each sensor; then, the brainwave data is used in subsequent testing.
1

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Beta’]

2

freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’T’, ’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

3

#sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

4

sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

Listing 4.1: The first stage considers all brainwaves from various sensors
1

#%%---------------- subjects selection for train/test --------------

2

np.random.seed(2022)

3

msk = np.random.rand(len(subjectIDs)) <= 0.8

4

mskIDs = subjectIDs[msk]

5

notmskIDs = subjectIDs[˜msk]

6
7

#%%------------ RNN params -----------------------------------

8
9
10

hidden_layers = 128
input_dim = len(sensors)

11
12

#method = "Simple RNN"
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13

method = "LSTM"

14
15

NoEpochs = 50

16

#%%--------- perform classification

17

accs = []

18

ress = []

19

#the test wave

20

bi = 0

21

fb = freqBandAbbr[bi]

22
23
24

for bi in range(len(freqBandAbbr)):
fb = freqBandAbbr[bi]

Listing 4.2: Input dimension is based on sensors and testing is done with brainwaves
The next stage considers input data based on specific sensor locations, and multiple
brainwave types are then collected from each sensor. In this case, an LSTM model is used
for each specific sensor rather than for each brainwave as in the previous model. Listing 4.3
and 4.4 show this stage’s input space dimension is dictated by the number of brainwaves
used since these are collected across the sensors. The sensors are then used in subsequent
testing. The same sensors are considered as before with the exception of F8.
1

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Beta’]

2

freqBandAbbr = [’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

3

#sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

4

sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’]

Listing 4.3: The second stage considers the same sensors as the first stage except F8
1

#%%---------------- subjects selection for train/test --------------

2

np.random.seed(2022)

3

msk = np.random.rand(len(subjectIDs)) <= 0.8

4

mskIDs = subjectIDs[msk]
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5

notmskIDs = subjectIDs[˜msk]

6
7

#%%------------ RNN params -----------------------------------

8
9
10

hidden_layers = 128
input_dim = len(freqBandAbbr)

11
12

#method = "Simple RNN"

13

method = "LSTM"

14
15

NoEpochs = 50

16

#%%--------- perform classification

17
18

accs = []

19

ress = []

20

#the test wave

21

si = 0

22

s = sensors[si]

23
24
25

for si in range(len(sensors)):
s = sensors[si]

Listing 4.4: Input dimensions based on brainwaves and testing is done with sensors
The third stage considers input data divided up subject-to-subject, with one particular
brainwave type (beta) collected across the sensors. Only beta brainwaves are considered
as these are associated with day-to-day activities and consciousness, and they are most
applicable to the state the subjects viewing the items were in. The input space dimension
is only based on the particular brainwave of interest, beta, as associated data is collected
from all subjects. Then, subsequent testing is done with the subjects. An LSTM model is
then used for each subject tested.
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1

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Beta’]

2

freqBandAbbr = [’B’]

3

#sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

4

sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’]

Listing 4.5: Only the brainwave beta (abbreviated as “B”) is considered
1

#%%---------------- subjects selection for train/test --------------

2

np.random.seed(2022)

3

msk = np.zeros(len(subjectNames), dtype=bool) # np.random.rand(len(
subjectIDs)) <= 0.8

4

selectedIndividual = 1

5

msk[selectedIndividual] = True

6

mskIDs = subjectNames[˜msk]

7

notmskIDs = subjectNames[msk] #selection for testing

#selection for training

8
9

#%%------------ RNN params -----------------------------------

10
11

hidden_layers = 128

12

input_dim = len(freqBandAbbr)

13
14

#method = "Simple RNN"

15

method = "LSTM"

16
17

NoEpochs = 50

18

#%%--------- perform classification

19
20

accs = []

21

ress = []

22

#the test wave

23

si = 0

24

s = mskIDs[si]

25
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26
27

for si in range(len(mskIDs)):
s = mskIDs[si]

Listing 4.6: Input dimension based on beta brainwave and testing is done with subjects
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CHAPTER 5
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We organized our experiments in three groups (as summarized in Table 5.1):
1. Input data divided by brainwave type (one LSTM model for each type), collected
from multiple sensors.
2. Input data divided by sensor location (one LSTM model for each sensor), with multiple brainwave types collected from each sensor.
3. Input data divided by subject (one LSTM model for each subject), one brainwave
type collected from multiple sensors.
From the first two experiments stages we want to determine the best way to organize the
input data for our model (from multiple brainwaves versus one brainwave from multiple
sensor sources). Then in the last part of experiments we will build classification models
for each individual subject (24 out of 25 subjects) and we will be using these models to
classify data collected from the 25th subject.
Experiment

Input

Models

I

By brainwave type

One model for each type

II

By sensor location

One model for each sensor

III

By subject

One model for each subject

Table 5.1: Summary of experiments organization
Our experiments were implemented in Python and carried out on a regular PC operating on a 64-bit Operating System Windows 10 machine, lntel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 CPU
@ 3.40GHz, 32.0 GB RAM. Due to the complexity of the models and the reduced computational power available, we aimed for qualitative results that would give us insights on the
classification methodology and model we propose. We have no doubt that with more time
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and/or computational power, the numerical results (classification accuracies) we obtained
with our methods and models can be greatly improved.

5.1

I NPUT DATA DIVIDED BY BRAINWAVE TYPE

For this group of experiments we filtered and retained all brainwave types data from
selected sensors (as indicated in each experimental result) and from a single subject. An
LSTM classification model was created for each brainwave type giving five models in total,
and then training was performed for each model with 80% of the data and testing on the
remaining 20% of the data. Each data signal was divided into smaller sequences and we
experimented with various values for the window size and shift parameters (as indicated
for each result’s graph). By selecting data from a single subject we wanted to determine
whether a model can learn from one’s brain signals and perform a good classification for
that person only.
The experimental results depicted in Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.4 show that this approach
does not seem to be successful. However, our Majority Logic Model (which decides based
on the votes from all five models corresponding to each brainwave) seem to perform not
worse than the best models.
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Figure 5.1: Classification with different brainwave types (window=250, shift=100)

Figure 5.2: Classification with different brainwave types (window=250, shift=200)
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Figure 5.3: Classification with different brainwave types (window=150, shift=100)

Figure 5.4: Classification with different brainwave types (window=200, shift=200)
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The results of these experiments made us believe that training models for each brainwave type is not one of the best choices for this task.

5.2

I NPUT DATA DIVIDED BY SENSOR LOCATION

For this group of experiments, we selected only data from a list of frontal sensors
(which in references were listed as best for the analysis) and from each sensor we used
three of the five brainwaves types - alpha, beta, and gamma waves. These were selected
based on some spikes in accuracies we noticed from the previous group of experiments. As
before, only data from one subject was retained at the time, with 80% of the data used for
training and the rest of 20% used for testing. Each signal data was divided with various
window size and shift parameters as indicated. One LSTM model was created for each
sensor data and the Majority Logic Model used the votes from each of these models.
The numerical results (classification accuracies) are presented in the graphs of Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.8. With models of same size as in the previous group of experiments,
we noticed spikes of over 60% accuracies for almost all our experiments. Based on these
improvements, we decided to continue our experiments with data from multiple sensors
and one (at the time) type of brainwaves. Moreover, for our next set of experiments we
decided to use the window size = 250 and shift = 200 parameter values.
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Figure 5.5: Classification with different sensor signals (window=250, shift=100)

Figure 5.6: Classification with different sensor signals (window=250, shift=200)
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Figure 5.7: Classification with different sensor signals (window=150, shift=100)

Figure 5.8: Classification with different sensor signals (window=200, shift=200)
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5.3

I NPUT DATA DIVIDED BY SUBJECT

Our last group of experiments has focused on testing our Majority Logic Model and
report on its accuracy. The experiment was organized as follows:
• The data set was filtered and only one brainwave signals were retained (for the β
signal, which, in literature, are associated to focus attention).
• The data was further filtered and only signals from the F3, F4, AF3, AF4, and F7
sensors were retained.
• Each signal was chopped into parts, with window size = 250, shift = 200.
• We performed 25 rounds of classification, with each of the 25 subjects’ data used for
testing, while the rest of 24 subjects’ data was used to train one LSTM model (one
model for each of the 24 subjects’ data).
• The accuracy of each of the 24 LSTM models was recorded and the Majority Logic
Model’s accuracy was computed (based on the majority voting of individual models).
The results of the 25 classification rounds are presented in Figure 5.9 to Figure 5.13. A fist
quick remark from the experimental results is that the classification results vary considerably from subject to subject. This is not surprising, given the similar results in related work
on this type of data. What is remarkable though is the fact that the Majority Logic Model
performed constantly on-pair with the individual models producing top accuracies.
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Figure 5.9: Classification of one individual (s1-s6) when others ‘vote’ (window=250,
shift=100)

53

Figure 5.10: Classification of one individual (s7-s12) when others ‘vote’ (window=250,
shift=100)

54

Figure 5.11: Classification of one individual (s13-s18) when others ‘vote’ (window=250,
shift=100)

55

Figure 5.12: Classification of one individual (s19-s24) when others ‘vote’ (window=250,
shift=100)

56

Figure 5.13: Classification of one individual (s25) when others ‘vote’ (window=250,
shift=100)

Figure 5.14: Majority Logic Classification (window=250, shift=100)
Figure 5.14 shows the summary of the Majority Logic Model’s accuracies for each
subject data. The relatively large variation of the results is a clear indication of the com-
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plexity of the task: it is very difficult, if not impossible, to construct a model that works
consistently well across all individuals. The model we propose uses voting from multiple
models, which can be seen as some averaging between good and not so good models. In
this sense, the model is less sensitive to the choice of training data.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our work focuses on developing new methodologies and models for classifying electroencephalogram (EEG) signals collected from individuals observing various visual stimuli. Encouraged by the tremendous success of deep learning on analyzing images and time
series data, our work specifically focuses on using Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
artificial neural network models for performing this task. One of the major obstacles to
overcome was providing sufficient data for training such neural networks, which typically
contain a huge number of parameters and need large training data sets. We solved this problem by dividing a time series sequence (one recording of EEG data) into separate but also
partially overlapping pieces. This method seems to be working better than boosting, one
of the standard methods used for providing additional data when not sufficient is available.
The methodology works well when the data set has sufficiently long recordings and can
be applied successfully to normalize the length of sequences a model is trained to process
(that is, it can accommodate various-length sequences).
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We proposed a new methodology for organizing a data set of time series signals, so
more that more data is available for training complicated models. We estimate that
this methodology is applicable to any time series data set relatively long sequences
in order to boost the size of a complicated model’s training data set.
• We created a novel Majority Logic Model for performing classifications based on
votes of smaller, individual models. This approach has the potential to be used in
a variety of ways for any data set and perform an averaging of individual models
results when it is difficult to select a best model or there is no model that performs
consistently well over the whole data set.
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We implemented our methods in Python and tested with satisfactory results (which
are in pair to similar data analysis results). We must note that, according to literature,
analyzing individual feelings (such as like/dislike while watching visual stimuli) proves to
be a much difficult tasks than classifying brain signals from sick or healthy individuals. In
our case, the results may be greatly affected by the individual strong or week (and anything
in between) preference for a visual object one observes. We estimate that our classification
results (ranging from mid 50% to low 80%) are satisfactory given that we limited the size
of our model in order to be able to produce the results in a reasonable amount of time.
There are a few directions for improving current work, among which we mention the
following.
• The experimental results of the methodology and models we proposed can be improved by using “deep models,” that is, employing LSTM models with more intermediate layers and nodes. To our knowledge, there are no theoretical results that
can indicate an optimal size for such a model. Hence further experiments need to be
conducted to arrive at, possibly, significantly better accuracy results.
• One of the strengths of the methodology we propose is organizing the original data
(time series signals) into smaller chunks and consequently provide more of the original data for training the models, as neural networks are known for needing considerably big training data sets. With the increase availability of EEG data in the
public domain, we plan to test our methodology on different other types of data and
benchmark the results against other methods employed for analyzing such data.
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APPENDIX A
FILTERING AND SCALING
1
2

# -*- coding:utf-8 -#-

3
4

"""

5

Listing 1: Scales and saves as a csv file

6
7

@author: Credit to Lorela Bano

8

"""

9
10

#%% imports

11

import numpy as np

12

import pandas as pd

13

from sklearn.preprocessing import MinMaxScaler

14
15

#%% read data

16

df = pd.read_csv(’../data/AllNeuroMarketingEEGsFiltered.csv’

17

, index_col = 0)

18
19

#remove the sensors and name columns

20

del df[’Sensor’]

21

del df[’Name’]

22
23

subjects = df.Id.unique()

24
25

#keep only the ones used for classification

26

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Alpha’, ’Beta’, ’Gamma’]

27

freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’T’, ’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

28
29

#freqBand = [’Delta’,’Beta’]
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30

#freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’B’]

31
32

#normalize the dataset

33

scaler = MinMaxScaler(feature_range=(0,1))

34
35

#%%collect and prepare data

36
37

dataset = pd.DataFrame()

38

datasetY = []

39

for i in range (len(freqBand)):

40
41

wn = freqBand[i]

42

wna = freqBandAbbr[i]

43
44

dataL = df.loc[(df[’Wave’] == wna) & (df[’Like’] == True)].groupby([
’Id’,’Wave’], as_index=False).agg(’sum’)#.loc[:,’X1’:’X512’]

45
46

dataD = df.loc[(df[’Wave’] == wna) & (df[’Like’] == False)].groupby
([’Id’, ’Wave’], as_index=False).agg(’sum’)#.loc[:,’X1’:’X512’]

47
48

datasetY = np.concatenate([datasetY, np.concatenate((np.repeat(True,
dataL.shape[0]),np.repeat(False,dataD.shape[0])))])

49
50

#normalize

51
52

#dataL = scaler.fit_transform(dataL)

53

#dataD = scaler.fit_transform(dataD)

54
55

if(len(dataset) == 0):

56
57

#dataset= np.vstack([dataL, dataD])

64
58

dataset = pd.concat([dataL, dataD], axis=0)

59
60

#np.reshape(dataset, (dataset.shape[0], 1, dataset.shape[1]))

61
62

else:

63
64

vstack = pd.concat([dataL, dataD], axis=0)

65
66

#dataset = np.stack([dataset, np.vstack([dataL, dataD])], axis=1

67
68

dataset = pd.concat([dataset, vstack], axis=0)

69
70

dataset.loc[dataset[’Like’] > 0, ’Like’] = True

71

dataset.loc[dataset[’Like’] == 0, ’Like’] = False

72
73
74

datasetX = scaler.fit_transform(dataset.loc[:,’X1’:’X512’].
transpose()).transpose()

75
76

#datasetX = dataset.loc[:,’X1’:’X512’]

77
78

subjectsX = [sid.rpartition("_")[0] for sid in dataset.Id]

79
80

#%%construct the new data frame

81

#Fields: subjectsX, dataset.Id, dataset.Wave, dataset.Like,

82
83
84
85

datasetX
newDF = pd.DataFrame(list(zip(subjectsX, dataset.Id, dataset
.Wave, dataset.Like)))
newDF = pd.DataFrame(np.concatenate([newDF, datasetX], axis=1),

86
87
88

columns = np.hstack((np.array(["Name",
"Id", "Wave", "Like"]), np.array(
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89

dataset.columns[3:]))))

90
91

#%%save in a csv file

92
93
94

newDF.to_csv(’../data/
AllNeuroMarketingEEGsFilteredScaledNames2.csv’)

Listing A.1: Filtering and Scaling using FFT [16]
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APPENDIX B
RNN MODEL
1

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

2

"""

3

Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM) Model with majority logic:

4

- data aggregated over all sensors, per each brainwave

5

- split into training and testing based on subject ID (which comes
from person and image)
- a model is created for each brainwave in the selected list

6
7

@author:

8

"""

9

#%% imports

10

import numpy as np

11

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

12

import pandas as pd

13

#--------------------- NN ---------------------------------

14

import tensorflow as tf

15

from keras.models import Sequential

16

from keras.layers import Dense

17

#from tensorflow.keras.layers import SimpleRNN

18

from keras.layers import LSTM

19

from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv1D

20

from keras.layers.convolutional import MaxPooling1D

21

import seaborn as sns

22
23

#%%-------------- read data -----------------

24

df = pd.read_csv(’../data/AllNeuroMarketingEEGsFilteredScaled.csv’,
index_col = 0)

25

#remove the name column

26

#del df[’Name’]

27
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28

subjectIDs = df.Id.unique()

29

subjectNames = df.Name.unique()

30

#sabbrs = [’s’ + str(i+1) for i in range(len(subjectIDs))]

31

#%%------ collect and prepare data ------------

32

#keep only the ones used for classification

33

#freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Alpha’, ’Beta’, ’Gamma’]

34

#freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’T’, ’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

35

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Beta’]

36

freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’T’, ’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

37

#sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

38

sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

39
40

origdata = df[df[’Name’] == subjectNames[0]]

41

subjectIDs = origdata.Id.unique()

42

origdata = origdata[origdata[’Sensor’].isin(sensors)]

43

#del origdata[’Sensor’]

44

origdata = origdata[origdata[’Wave’].isin(freqBandAbbr)]

45

origdata = origdata.sort_values(by=[’Name’, ’Id’, ’Sensor’, ’Wave’])

46

#%%--------- run this if want to classify derivative
------------------------

47
48

#for i in range(4,4+510):

49

#

origdata.iloc[:,i] = origdata.iloc[:,i+1] - origdata.iloc[:,i]

50
51
52

#%%-----------------------------------data parameters
-------------------------------------------------

53

#dataWindow = [1,512]

54

dataWindowSlide = 200

55

dataWindowSize = 200

56

dataRowKeySize = 5
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57

dataWindowOffset = dataRowKeySize + 1

58

maxColIndex = origdata.shape[1]

59

#dataWindowRange = slice(’X’+str(dataWindow[0]), ’X’+str(dataWindow[1]))

60

dataWindowRange = [i for i in range(dataWindowOffset, dataWindowOffset +
dataWindowSize)]

61

#%%------------------- slice and sort data
----------------------------------------

62
63

r = 0

64

c = origdata.iloc[[r], np.concatenate((np.array([c for c in range(
dataRowKeySize)]),
np.array([(c + dataWindowOffset) for c in

65

range(dataWindowSize)])))].columns
66

c = c.insert(dataRowKeySize, ’wi’)

67

inputdata = pd.DataFrame(columns = c)

68
69

ri = 0

70

for r in range(len(origdata)):

71

dataWindowOffset = dataRowKeySize + 1

72

wi = 1

73

while dataWindowOffset + dataWindowSize < maxColIndex:

74

newrow = origdata.iloc[[r], np.concatenate((np.array([c for c in
range(dataRowKeySize)]),
np.array([(c + dataWindowOffset) for c in

75

range(dataWindowSize)])))].values
76

rv = np.insert(newrow[0], dataRowKeySize, wi)

77

inputdata.loc[ri] = rv

78

wi += 1

79

ri += 1

80

dataWindowOffset += dataWindowSize

81
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82
83

inputdata = inputdata.sort_values(by=[’Name’, ’Id’, ’wi’, ’Wave’, ’
Sensor’])

84

#%%---------------- subjects selection for train/test --------------

85

np.random.seed(2022)

86

msk = np.random.rand(len(subjectIDs)) <= 0.8

87

mskIDs = subjectIDs[msk]

88

notmskIDs = subjectIDs[˜msk]

89
90

#%%------------ RNN params -----------------------------------

91
92

hidden_layers = 128

93

input_dim = len(sensors)

94
95

#method = "Simple RNN"

96

method = "LSTM"

97
98

NoEpochs = 50

99

#%%--------- perform classification

100

accs = []

101

ress = []

102

#the test wave

103

bi = 0

104

fb = freqBandAbbr[bi]

105
106

for bi in range(len(freqBandAbbr)):

107

fb = freqBandAbbr[bi]

108

fbdata = inputdata[inputdata[’Wave’] == fb]

109
110

df_train = fbdata[fbdata[’Id’].isin(mskIDs)]

111

df_test = fbdata[fbdata[’Id’].isin(notmskIDs)]
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112
113

#df_train = pd.concat([#df_train, df_train,

114

#

df_train, df_train,

115

#

df_train, df_train], axis=0)

116
117

testY = df_test[df_test[’Sensor’] == sensors[0]].Like

118

testX = np.reshape(df_test.iloc[:,dataWindowRange].to_numpy(),
(int(df_test.shape[0] / len(sensors)),

119

len(sensors), dataWindowSize))

120
121
122

trainY = df_train[df_train[’Sensor’] == sensors[0]].Like

123

trainX = np.reshape(df_train.iloc[:,dataWindowRange].to_numpy(),
(int(df_train.shape[0] / len(sensors)),

124

len(sensors), dataWindowSize))

125
126
127

seq_len = trainX.shape[2]

128

np.random.seed(2022)

129

modelRNN = Sequential([

130

#

Conv1D(filters=32, kernel_size=3, padding=’same’,

input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),
131

#

activation=’relu’),

132

#

MaxPooling1D(pool_size=input_dim),
#SimpleRNN(units=hidden_layers, input_shape=(input_dim,

133

seq_len),
134

#

activation="relu"),

135

#LSTM(units=512, input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

136

#

137

LSTM(units=hidden_layers, input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

activation="relu", return_sequences=True),

activation="relu", dropout=0.2, recurrent_dropout

138

=0.2),
139

#Dense(1, activation=’sigmoid’)
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Dense(2, activation=’softmax’)

140

])

141
142

modelRNN.compile(loss=’sparse_categorical_crossentropy’, optimizer=’

143

adam’, metrics=[’accuracy’])
#modelRNN.compile(loss=’binary_crossentropy’, optimizer=’adam’,

144

metrics=[’accuracy’])
modelRNN.summary()

145
146

history = modelRNN.fit(trainX, trainY, epochs=NoEpochs, verbose=1)

147
148
149
150

testres = modelRNN.evaluate(testX, testY)

151

accs.append(testres[1])

152

classification = modelRNN.predict(testX)

153
154

res = classification.argmax(axis=1)

155

ress.append(res)

156

# Plot history

157

#

figure = plt.figure()

158

#

plt.plot(history.history[’loss’], label=’loss’)

159

#

plt.plot(history.history[’acc’], label=’acc’)

160

#

plt.title(’Model Training’)

161

#

plt.ylabel(’Value’)

162

#

plt.xlabel(’No. epoch’)

163

#

plt.legend(loc="upper right")

164

#

plt.show()

165
166

#%%------------------------ collect majority votes -------------------

167

mresag = np.zeros((len(ress[0]),), dtype=int)

168

for i in range(len(ress)):
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169

mresag += ress[i]

170
171

mres = mresag >= len(freqBandAbbr) / 2

172

macc = np.sum(mres == testY) / len(mres)

173

#%%------------------------------- all accuracies ---------------------

174

#m = np.mean(accs)

175

fbs = ["" for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)]

176

fbs[len(freqBandAbbr)] = "".join(freqBandAbbr)

177

faccs = [0.0 for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)]

178

faccs[len(freqBandAbbr)] = macc

179

for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)):

180

fbs[i] = freqBandAbbr[i]

181

faccs[i] = accs[i]

182

figure = plt.figure()

183

plt.bar(fbs, faccs, align=’center’, width=0.8)

184

plt.xticks(range(len(fbs)+1), fbs, size=’x-small’)

185

#xs = np.array([i for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)])

186

#hl = np.array([m for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)])

187

#plt.plot(xs, hl, ’r--’)

188

#plt.text(0,m+0.01, ’mean: ’+str(m))

189

plt.title(’Individual and majority accuracies (’ + ",".join(freqBandAbbr
) + ’)’)

190

subtitle = ’Sensors: ’ + ",".join(sensors) + ", Window size: " + str(
dataWindowSize) + ", Shift: " + str(dataWindowSlide)

191

plt.title(subtitle)

192
193

#%%-- the confusion matrix -------------------------

194

classes=["Dislike","Like"]

195

con_mat = tf.math.confusion_matrix(testY, mres).eval(session=tf.compat.
v1.Session())

196
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197

#To normalize the result as from 0 to 1. Replace ’con_mat_df = pd.
DataFrame(con_mat_norm,...)’

198

con_mat_norm = np.around(con_mat.astype(’float’) / con_mat.sum(axis=1)
[:, np.newaxis], decimals=2)

199
200

con_mat_df = pd.DataFrame(con_mat_norm,

201

index = classes,

202

columns = classes)

203
204

figure = plt.figure()

205

sns.heatmap(con_mat_df, annot=True,cmap=plt.cm.Blues )#, fmt=’d’)

206

plt.tight_layout()

207

plt.ylabel(’True label’)

208

plt.xlabel(’Predicted label’)

209

plt.show()

210
211

#as counts

212

con_mat_df = pd.DataFrame(con_mat,

213

index = classes,

214

columns = classes)

215
216

figure = plt.figure()

217

sns.heatmap(con_mat_df, annot=True,cmap=plt.cm.Blues )#, fmt=’d’)

218

plt.tight_layout()

219

plt.ylabel(’True label’)

220

plt.xlabel(’Predicted label’)

221

plt.show()

Listing B.1: RNN Model 1
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1
2

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

3

"""

4

Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM) Model with majority logic:

5

- data aggregated over all sensors, per each brainwave

6

- split into training and testing based on subject ID (which comes
from person and image)
- a model is created for each brainwave in the selected list

7
8

@author:

9

"""

10

#%% imports

11

import numpy as np

12

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

13

import pandas as pd

14

#--------------------- NN ---------------------------------

15

import tensorflow as tf

16

from keras.models import Sequential

17

from keras.layers import Dense

18

#from tensorflow.keras.layers import SimpleRNN

19

from keras.layers import LSTM

20

from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv1D

21

from keras.layers.convolutional import MaxPooling1D

22

import seaborn as sns

23
24

#%%-------------- read data -----------------

25

df = pd.read_csv(’../data/AllNeuroMarketingEEGsFilteredScaled.csv’,
index_col = 0)

26

#remove the name column

27

#del df[’Name’]

28
29

subjectIDs = df.Id.unique()
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30

subjectNames = df.Name.unique()

31

#sabbrs = [’s’ + str(i+1) for i in range(len(subjectIDs))]

32

#%%------ collect and prepare data ------------

33

#keep only the ones used for classification

34

#freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Alpha’, ’Beta’, ’Gamma’]

35

#freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’T’, ’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

36

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Beta’]

37

freqBandAbbr = [’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

38

#sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

39

sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’]

40
41

origdata = df[df[’Name’] == subjectNames[0]]

42

subjectIDs = origdata.Id.unique()

43

origdata = origdata[origdata[’Sensor’].isin(sensors)]

44

#del origdata[’Sensor’]

45

origdata = origdata[origdata[’Wave’].isin(freqBandAbbr)]

46

origdata = origdata.sort_values(by=[’Name’, ’Id’, ’Sensor’, ’Wave’])

47

#%%--------- run this if want to classify derivative
------------------------

48
49

#for i in range(4,4+510):

50

#

origdata.iloc[:,i] = origdata.iloc[:,i+1] - origdata.iloc[:,i]

51
52
53

#%%-----------------------------------data parameters
-------------------------------------------------

54

#dataWindow = [1,512]

55

dataWindowSlide = 200

56

dataWindowSize = 250

57

dataRowKeySize = 5

58

dataWindowOffset = dataRowKeySize + 1
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59

maxColIndex = origdata.shape[1]

60

#dataWindowRange = slice(’X’+str(dataWindow[0]), ’X’+str(dataWindow[1]))

61

dataWindowRange = [i for i in range(dataWindowOffset, dataWindowOffset +
dataWindowSize)]

62

#%%------------------- slice and sort data
----------------------------------------

63
64

r = 0

65

c = origdata.iloc[[r], np.concatenate((np.array([c for c in range(
dataRowKeySize)]),
np.array([(c + dataWindowOffset) for c in

66

range(dataWindowSize)])))].columns
67

c = c.insert(dataRowKeySize, ’wi’)

68

inputdata = pd.DataFrame(columns = c)

69
70

ri = 0

71

for r in range(len(origdata)):

72

dataWindowOffset = dataRowKeySize + 1

73

wi = 1

74

while dataWindowOffset + dataWindowSize < maxColIndex:

75

newrow = origdata.iloc[[r], np.concatenate((np.array([c for c in
range(dataRowKeySize)]),
np.array([(c + dataWindowOffset) for c in

76

range(dataWindowSize)])))].values
77

rv = np.insert(newrow[0], dataRowKeySize, wi)

78

inputdata.loc[ri] = rv

79

wi += 1

80

ri += 1

81

dataWindowOffset += dataWindowSize

82
83

77
84

inputdata = inputdata.sort_values(by=[’Name’, ’Id’, ’wi’, ’Sensor’, ’
Wave’])

85
86

#%%---------------- subjects selection for train/test --------------

87

np.random.seed(2022)

88

msk = np.random.rand(len(subjectIDs)) <= 0.8

89

mskIDs = subjectIDs[msk]

90

notmskIDs = subjectIDs[˜msk]

91
92

#%%------------ RNN params -----------------------------------

93
94

hidden_layers = 128

95

input_dim = len(freqBandAbbr)

96
97

#method = "Simple RNN"

98

method = "LSTM"

99
100

NoEpochs = 50

101

#%%--------- perform classification

102
103

accs = []

104

ress = []

105

#the test wave

106

si = 0

107

s = sensors[si]

108
109

for si in range(len(sensors)):

110

s = sensors[si]

111

fbdata = inputdata[inputdata[’Sensor’] == s]

112
113

df_train = fbdata[fbdata[’Id’].isin(mskIDs)]
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df_test = fbdata[fbdata[’Id’].isin(notmskIDs)]

114
115
116

#df_train = pd.concat([#df_train, df_train,

117

#

df_train, df_train,

118

#

df_train, df_train], axis=0)

119
120

testY = df_test[df_test[’Wave’] == freqBandAbbr[0]].Like

121

testX = np.reshape(df_test.iloc[:,dataWindowRange].to_numpy(),

122

(int(df_test.shape[0] / len(freqBandAbbr)),
len(freqBandAbbr), dataWindowSize))

123
124
125

trainY = df_train[df_train[’Wave’] == freqBandAbbr[0]].Like

126

trainX = np.reshape(df_train.iloc[:,dataWindowRange].to_numpy(),
(int(df_train.shape[0] / len(freqBandAbbr)),

127

len(freqBandAbbr), dataWindowSize))

128
129
130

seq_len = trainX.shape[2]

131

np.random.seed(2022)

132

modelRNN = Sequential([

133

#

Conv1D(filters=32, kernel_size=3, padding=’same’,
input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

134

#

135

#

activation=’relu’),
MaxPooling1D(pool_size=input_dim),
#SimpleRNN(units=hidden_layers, input_shape=(input_dim,

136

seq_len),
137

#

activation="relu"),

138

#LSTM(units=512, input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

139

#

140

LSTM(units=hidden_layers, input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

activation="relu", return_sequences=True),

activation="relu", dropout=0.2, recurrent_dropout

141

=0.2),
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142

#Dense(1, activation=’sigmoid’)

143

Dense(2, activation=’softmax’)
])

144
145

modelRNN.compile(loss=’sparse_categorical_crossentropy’, optimizer=’

146

adam’, metrics=[’accuracy’])
#modelRNN.compile(loss=’binary_crossentropy’, optimizer=’adam’,

147

metrics=[’accuracy’])
modelRNN.summary()

148
149

history = modelRNN.fit(trainX, trainY, epochs=NoEpochs, verbose=1)

150
151
152
153

testres = modelRNN.evaluate(testX, testY)

154

accs.append(testres[1])

155

classification = modelRNN.predict(testX)

156
157

res = classification.argmax(axis=1)

158

#res = classification[:,0] >= .5

159

ress.append(res)

160

# Plot history

161

#

figure = plt.figure()

162

#

plt.plot(history.history[’loss’], label=’loss’)

163

#

plt.plot(history.history[’acc’], label=’acc’)

164

#

plt.title(’Model Training’)

165

#

plt.ylabel(’Value’)

166

#

plt.xlabel(’No. epoch’)

167

#

plt.legend(loc="upper right")

168

#

plt.show()

169
170

#%%------------------------ collect majority votes -------------------
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171

mresag = np.zeros((len(ress[0]),), dtype=int)

172

for j in range(len(mresag)):

173
174

for i in range(len(ress)):
mresag[j] += int(ress[i][j])

175
176

mres = mresag >= len(sensors) / 2

177

macc = np.sum(mres == testY) / len(mres)

178

#%%------------------------------- all accuracies ---------------------

179

#m = np.mean(accs)

180

fbs = ["" for i in range(len(sensors)+1)]

181

fbs[len(sensors)] = "MajLog"

182

faccs = [0.0 for i in range(len(sensors)+1)]

183

faccs[len(sensors)] = macc

184

for i in range(len(sensors)):

185

fbs[i] = sensors[i]

186

faccs[i] = accs[i]

187

figure = plt.figure()

188

plt.bar(fbs, faccs, align=’center’, width=0.8)

189

plt.xticks(range(len(fbs)+1), fbs, size=’x-small’)

190

#xs = np.array([i for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)])

191

#hl = np.array([m for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)])

192

#plt.plot(xs, hl, ’r--’)

193

#plt.text(0,m+0.01, ’mean: ’+str(m))

194

plt.suptitle(’Individual and majority accuracies (’ + ",".join(sensors)
+ ’)’)

195

subtitle = ’Waves: ’ + ",".join(freqBandAbbr) + ", Window size: " + str(
dataWindowSize) + ", Shift: " + str(dataWindowSlide)

196

plt.title(subtitle)

197
198

#%%-- the confusion matrix -------------------------

199

classes=["Dislike","Like"]
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200

con_mat = tf.math.confusion_matrix(testY, mres).eval(session=tf.compat.
v1.Session())

201
202

#To normalize the result as from 0 to 1. Replace ’con_mat_df = pd.
DataFrame(con_mat_norm,...)’

203

con_mat_norm = np.around(con_mat.astype(’float’) / con_mat.sum(axis=1)
[:, np.newaxis], decimals=2)

204
205

con_mat_df = pd.DataFrame(con_mat_norm,

206

index = classes,

207

columns = classes)

208
209

figure = plt.figure()

210

sns.heatmap(con_mat_df, annot=True,cmap=plt.cm.Blues )#, fmt=’d’)

211

plt.tight_layout()

212

plt.ylabel(’True label’)

213

plt.xlabel(’Predicted label’)

214

plt.show()

215
216

#as counts

217

con_mat_df = pd.DataFrame(con_mat,

218

index = classes,

219

columns = classes)

220
221

figure = plt.figure()

222

sns.heatmap(con_mat_df, annot=True,cmap=plt.cm.Blues )#, fmt=’d’)

223

plt.tight_layout()

224

plt.ylabel(’True label’)

225

plt.xlabel(’Predicted label’)

226

plt.show()

Listing B.2: RNN Model 2
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1
2

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

3

"""

4

Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM) Model with majority logic:

5

- data aggregated over all sensors, per each brainwave

6

- split into training and testing based on subject ID (which comes
from person and image)
- a model is created for each brainwave in the selected list

7
8

@author:

9

"""

10

#%% imports

11

import numpy as np

12

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

13

import pandas as pd

14

#--------------------- NN ---------------------------------

15

import tensorflow as tf

16

from keras.models import Sequential

17

from keras.layers import Dense

18

#from tensorflow.keras.layers import SimpleRNN

19

from keras.layers import LSTM

20

from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv1D

21

from keras.layers.convolutional import MaxPooling1D

22

import seaborn as sns

23
24

#%%-------------- read data -----------------

25

df = pd.read_csv(’../data/AllNeuroMarketingEEGsFilteredScaled.csv’,
index_col = 0)

26

#remove the name column

27

#del df[’Name’]

28
29

subjectIDs = df.Id.unique()
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30

subjectNames = df.Name.unique()

31

#sabbrs = [’s’ + str(i+1) for i in range(len(subjectIDs))]

32

#%%------ collect and prepare data ------------

33

#keep only the ones used for classification

34

#freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Alpha’, ’Beta’, ’Gamma’]

35

#freqBandAbbr = [’D’, ’T’, ’A’, ’B’, ’G’]

36

freqBand = [’Delta’, ’Theta’, ’Beta’]

37

freqBandAbbr = [’B’]

38

#sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’, ’F8’]

39

sensors = [’F3’, ’F4’, ’AF3’, ’AF4’, ’F7’]

40
41

#origdata = df[df[’Name’] == subjectNames[0]]

42

subjectIDs = df.Id.unique()

43

origdata = df[df[’Sensor’].isin(sensors)]

44

#del origdata[’Sensor’]

45

origdata = origdata[origdata[’Wave’].isin(freqBandAbbr)]

46

origdata = origdata.sort_values(by=[’Name’, ’Id’, ’Sensor’, ’Wave’])

47

#%%--------- run this if want to classify derivative
------------------------

48
49

#for i in range(4,4+510):

50

#

origdata.iloc[:,i] = origdata.iloc[:,i+1] - origdata.iloc[:,i]

51
52
53

#%%-----------------------------------data parameters
-------------------------------------------------

54

#dataWindow = [1,512]

55

dataWindowSlide = 200

56

dataWindowSize = 250

57

dataRowKeySize = 5

58

dataWindowOffset = dataRowKeySize + 1
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59

maxColIndex = origdata.shape[1]

60

#dataWindowRange = slice(’X’+str(dataWindow[0]), ’X’+str(dataWindow[1]))

61

dataWindowRange = [i for i in range(dataWindowOffset, dataWindowOffset +
dataWindowSize)]

62

#%%------------------- slice and sort data
----------------------------------------

63
64

r = 0

65

c = origdata.iloc[[r], np.concatenate((np.array([c for c in range(
dataRowKeySize)]),
np.array([(c + dataWindowOffset) for c in

66

range(dataWindowSize)])))].columns
67

c = c.insert(dataRowKeySize, ’wi’)

68

inputdata = pd.DataFrame(columns = c)

69
70

ri = 0

71

for r in range(len(origdata)):

72

dataWindowOffset = dataRowKeySize + 1

73

wi = 1

74

while dataWindowOffset + dataWindowSize < maxColIndex:

75

newrow = origdata.iloc[[r], np.concatenate((np.array([c for c in
range(dataRowKeySize)]),
np.array([(c + dataWindowOffset) for c in

76

range(dataWindowSize)])))].values
77

rv = np.insert(newrow[0], dataRowKeySize, wi)

78

inputdata.loc[ri] = rv

79

wi += 1

80

ri += 1

81

dataWindowOffset += dataWindowSize

82
83

85
84

inputdata = inputdata.sort_values(by=[’Name’, ’Id’, ’wi’, ’Sensor’, ’
Wave’])

85
86

#%%---------------- subjects selection for train/test --------------

87

np.random.seed(2022)

88

msk = np.zeros(len(subjectNames), dtype=bool) # np.random.rand(len(
subjectIDs)) <= 0.8

89

selectedIndividual = 1

90

msk[selectedIndividual] = True

91

mskIDs = subjectNames[˜msk]

92

notmskIDs = subjectNames[msk] #selection for testing

#selection for training

93
94

#%%------------ RNN params -----------------------------------

95
96

hidden_layers = 128

97

input_dim = len(freqBandAbbr)

98
99
100

#method = "Simple RNN"
method = "LSTM"

101
102

NoEpochs = 50

103

#%%--------- perform classification

104
105

accs = []

106

ress = []

107

#the test wave

108

si = 0

109

s = mskIDs[si]

110
111
112

for si in range(len(mskIDs)):
s = mskIDs[si]
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#fbdata = inputdata[inputdata[’Sensor’] == s]

113
114
115

#df_train = fbdata[fbdata[’Id’].isin(mskIDs)]

116

df_train = inputdata[inputdata[’Name’] == s]

117

df_test = inputdata[inputdata[’Name’].isin(notmskIDs)]

118
119

#df_train = pd.concat([#df_train, df_train,

120

#

df_train, df_train,

121

#

df_train, df_train], axis=0)

122
123

testY = df_test[df_test[’Wave’] == freqBandAbbr[0]].Like

124

testX = np.reshape(df_test.iloc[:,dataWindowRange].to_numpy(),

125

(int(df_test.shape[0] / len(freqBandAbbr)),
len(freqBandAbbr), dataWindowSize))

126
127
128

trainY = df_train[df_train[’Wave’] == freqBandAbbr[0]].Like

129

trainX = np.reshape(df_train.iloc[:,dataWindowRange].to_numpy(),
(int(df_train.shape[0] / len(freqBandAbbr)),

130

len(freqBandAbbr), dataWindowSize))

131
132
133

seq_len = trainX.shape[2]

134

np.random.seed(2022)

135

modelRNN = Sequential([

136

#

Conv1D(filters=32, kernel_size=3, padding=’same’,
input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

137

#

138

#

139

activation=’relu’),
MaxPooling1D(pool_size=input_dim),
#SimpleRNN(units=hidden_layers, input_shape=(input_dim,
seq_len),

140

#

activation="relu"),

141

#LSTM(units=512, input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),

87
142

#

activation="relu", return_sequences=True),

143

LSTM(units=hidden_layers, input_shape=(input_dim,seq_len),
activation="relu", dropout=0.2, recurrent_dropout

144

=0.2),
145

#Dense(1, activation=’sigmoid’)

146

Dense(2, activation=’softmax’)
])

147
148

modelRNN.compile(loss=’sparse_categorical_crossentropy’, optimizer=’

149

adam’, metrics=[’accuracy’])
#modelRNN.compile(loss=’binary_crossentropy’, optimizer=’adam’,

150

metrics=[’accuracy’])
modelRNN.summary()

151
152

history = modelRNN.fit(trainX, trainY, epochs=NoEpochs, verbose=1)

153
154
155
156

testres = modelRNN.evaluate(testX, testY)

157

accs.append(testres[1])

158

classification = modelRNN.predict(testX)

159
160

res = classification.argmax(axis=1)

161

#res = classification[:,0] >= .5

162

ress.append(res)

163

# Plot history

164

#

figure = plt.figure()

165

#

plt.plot(history.history[’loss’], label=’loss’)

166

#

plt.plot(history.history[’acc’], label=’acc’)

167

#

plt.title(’Model Training’)

168

#

plt.ylabel(’Value’)

169

#

plt.xlabel(’No. epoch’)
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170

#

plt.legend(loc="upper right")

171

#

plt.show()

172
173

#%%------------------------ collect majority votes -------------------

174

mresag = np.zeros((len(ress[0]),), dtype=int)

175

for j in range(len(mresag)):

176

for i in range(len(ress)):
mresag[j] += int(ress[i][j])

177
178
179

mres = mresag >= len(mskIDs) / 2

180

macc = np.sum(mres == testY) / len(mres)

181

#%%------------------------------- all accuracies ---------------------

182

#m = np.mean(accs)

183

fbs = ["" for i in range(len(mskIDs)+1)]

184

fbs[len(mskIDs)] = "ML"

185

faccs = [0.0 for i in range(len(mskIDs)+1)]

186

faccs[len(mskIDs)] = macc

187

for i in range(len(mskIDs)):

188

fbs[i] = ’s’ + str(np.where(subjectNames == mskIDs[i])[0][0] + 1) #
mskIDs[i]

189

faccs[i] = accs[i]

190

figure = plt.figure()

191

plt.bar(fbs, faccs, align=’center’, width=0.8)

192

plt.xticks(range(len(fbs)+1), fbs, size=’x-small’)

193

#xs = np.array([i for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)])

194

#hl = np.array([m for i in range(len(freqBandAbbr)+1)])

195

#plt.plot(xs, hl, ’r--’)

196

#plt.text(0,m+0.01, ’mean: ’+str(m))

197

plt.suptitle(’Classification for s’ + str(selectedIndividual + 1) + ’: ’
+ subjectNames[selectedIndividual] + ’ (’ + ",".join(sensors) + ’)’
)

89
198

subtitle = ’Wave: ’ + freqBandAbbr[0] + ", Window size: " + str(
dataWindowSize) + ", Shift: " + str(dataWindowSlide)

199

plt.title(subtitle)

200
201

#%%-- the confusion matrix -------------------------

202

classes=["Dislike","Like"]

203

con_mat = tf.math.confusion_matrix(testY, mres).eval(session=tf.compat.
v1.Session())

204
205

#To normalize the result as from 0 to 1. Replace ’con_mat_df = pd.
DataFrame(con_mat_norm,...)’

206

con_mat_norm = np.around(con_mat.astype(’float’) / con_mat.sum(axis=1)
[:, np.newaxis], decimals=2)

207
208

con_mat_df = pd.DataFrame(con_mat_norm,

209

index = classes,

210

columns = classes)

211
212

figure = plt.figure()

213

sns.heatmap(con_mat_df, annot=True,cmap=plt.cm.Blues )#, fmt=’d’)

214

plt.tight_layout()

215

plt.ylabel(’True label’)

216

plt.xlabel(’Predicted label’)

217

plt.show()

218
219

#as counts

220

con_mat_df = pd.DataFrame(con_mat,

221

index = classes,

222

columns = classes)

223
224

figure = plt.figure()
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225

sns.heatmap(con_mat_df, annot=True,cmap=plt.cm.Blues )#, fmt=’d’)

226

plt.tight_layout()

227

plt.ylabel(’True label’)

228

plt.xlabel(’Predicted label’)

229

plt.show()

Listing B.3: RNN Model 3

